
The Mechanical Automatic Watch

When worn, automatic watches harness 
the kinetic energy contained within the  
natural movement of your arm to generate 
the power required to function.

Power generated via automatic winding or 
supplemental manual winding is stored in 
the movement’s mainspring and ensures 
a constant source of energy. This allows  
for continual operation when worn, and a 
period of operation when unworn.

The timepiece does not require electro-
chemical power sources, does not require 
daily setting, and is an exquisite definition 
of efficiency.

For general inquiries or model specific instructions,  
please email us at: cs@empresswatches.com

For additional information, please visit: 
empresswatches.com

© Empress

Note: Use of the crown while the watch is in contact with water will 
negate the rated water resistance as water penetration may occur. 
Additionally, Empress watches are not rated for use in ultrasonic 
cleaners.

                                 Water Resistance Guidelines  
 Rating Submersible Capacity of Resistance
 No Marking No Light contact only
 5ATM No Splash resistant
 10ATM Yes Low depth and duration snorkeling 
 20ATM or greater      Yes Deep sea diving
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1. Pull the crown out one click then rotate the crown until  
the current time is displayed.

 
2. Push the crown in one click then rotate the crown  

clockwise 10-20 times to manually wind the  
mainspring.

Care 
 
 

Case/Bracelet

Soiled areas may be gently cleaned with a lightly dampened 
soft cloth, then buffed with a polishing cloth.

Straps

If the strap becomes wet, dry off excess water to avoid  
potential discoloration or premature deterioration.

Note: Cosmetic damages due to wear and/or abuse are not  
covered under warranty. As such, it is recommended to use  
delicacy while cleaning and to avoid environments or chemicals 
that may accelerate wear.

Setting Instructions    
Non-Calendar Watches

Setting Instructions
Calendar Watches

1. Pull the crown out two clicks then rotate the crown until  
the current time is displayed.

 
2. Push the crown in one click then rotate the crown until  

the current date is displayed.
 
3. Push the crown in one click then rotate the crown clockwise 

10-20 times to manually wind the mainspring.

 Note: If the calendar is out of sync advance the hour hand 12 
hours, then adjust the calendar as necessary.
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